IIM Bangalore EPGP invites you to the Startup Connexions Event – an event that connects startups with EPGP students.

What EPGP offers...
- Highly qualified professionals with proven track record (avg. 8.2 yrs of experience) in wide range of industries & functions
- Rigorous broad-based MBA from IIM Bangalore
- Passion to work with start up/early stage firms
- Global Perspective shaped by extensive International Experience
- Commitment to learn, explore and innovate
- Rich network from previous working relationships and deep IIM Bangalore alumni base

What we are looking for...
- Dynamic startups
- Sustainable business plan

How it works...
- Registration (No participation fee)
- 30-min slot with the students to talk about the company
- Q & A (30 mins)
- Facilities to conduct Interviews

If you are interested, write to us with...
- One page write-up about your company
- Information on Funding
- Indicative Roles/JDs/Compensation

Reach us @
Connexions@iimb.ernet.in
Chanukya Nanduru +91-9492080820
Mohit Joshi +91-9591204077
Muthukumar Kandasamy +91-9901153453

EPGP - Empowering the Next Generation of Leaders
The full-time Executive Post Graduate Programme (EPGP) is an intensive one-year MBA programme created specifically for professionals with remarkable track records and five to fifteen years of work experience in a wide range of industries.
http://www.iimb.ernet.in/postgraduate/epgp